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Abstract
Live streaming services enable the audience to interact with one another and the
streamer over live content. The surging popularity of live streaming platforms has
created a competitive environment. To retain existing viewers and attract newcomers,
streamers and fans often create a well-condensed summary of the streamed content.
However, this process is manual and costly due to the length of online live streaming
events. The current study identifies enjoyable moments in user-generated live video
content by examining the audiences’ collective evaluation of its epicness. We
characterize what features “epic” moments and present a deep learning model to
extract them based on analyzing two million user-recommended clips and the
associated chat conversations. The evaluation shows that our data-driven approach
can identify epic moments from user-generated streamed content that cover various
contexts (e.g., victory, funny, awkward, embarrassing). Our user study further
demonstrates that the proposed automatic model performs comparably to expert
suggestions. We discuss implications of the collective decision-driven extraction in
identifying diverse epic moments in a scalable way.
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1 Introduction
Live streaming has emerged as a central media consumption behavior. Unlike traditional
media channels, modern live streaming platforms enable viewers to interact with one an-
other and on-air broadcasters through live chats. The combination of high interactivity
and engaged audiences offers new opportunities for broadcasters. For example, fandom
networks have become a widespread social phenomenon, and interesting live-streamed
content can be re-packaged through various channels. Platforms like Twitch host a wide
range of content creators; ordinary Internet users can broadcast their gameplays and hob-
bies alongside experts. Twitch, as of June 2021, hosts 9.3 million monthly broadcasters and
2.9 million concurrent viewers [1].

The increasing amount of live streaming content and broadcasters provides valuable
opportunities as a democratic media platform introduces challenges in content promo-
tion and searching. As a result, streamers need to employ various strategies to draw new
viewers in the competitive environment and keep their current viewers engaged. One such
strategy is to create a shorter version of a minute-sized streaming video as epic moments
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Figure 1 Twitch interface of viewers for watching a video stream (top), creating a clip (bottom left), and
browsing recommended clips on the main page (bottom right)

that are well-condensed short clips. These epic moments function as an enjoyable bite-
sized summary of long video content, generated typically from several hours of content.
Short clips can also be used for promote the streamer’s channel across other web plat-
forms, such as Reddit and YouTube. Epic moments are similar to video highlights in that
they are both short summaries of long videos, yet the two are defined differently. Epic
moments represent “enjoyable” moments [2–4], whereas highlights are “informative” in
nature [5–8].

Despite the potential use of epic moments, the research community and industry do
not have a systematic method to identify them from hours of seemingly mundane user-
generated video streams. Most streamers and channel managers (who are now in the order
of millions) manually spot informative moments and edit them. This heuristic process is
costly because manual inspection requires tremendous time and effort. The current paper
asks whether the multi-modal information of visual signals and audience reactions can
help build a machine learning model for extracting epic moments.

This paper characterizes the audience’s collective dynamics on a user-generated online
streaming service and proposes a method to identify well-condensed and entertaining
clips representing epic moments. Our data-driven approach assumes that user reactions
embedded in the live chat conversations will reveal markers of key moments that likely
appeal to the audience. Rather than naive metrics like chat frequency, we aim to utilize
the emotional reactions that are both verbally and non-verbally expressed in chats via a
neural network model.

To understand what comprises epic moments in user-generated online streaming sys-
tems, we examine Twitch’s existing clip collection. Anyone can generate clips and share
them on social media. Figure 1 shows two example clips created by different viewers from
an identical stream. The clips have different lengths and contexts (e.g., casual, victory).
These bite-sized user-defined clips are easily shared on external sites, acting as promo-
tional content for the video channel. They also serve as a valuable resource to examine
collective audience dynamics that reveal what kinds of content are likely re-packaged and
how popular clips of different contexts become.
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For the extensive collection of clips,1 we also gathered the live chat conversations that oc-
curred during each streamed video to analyze the audience’s collective behaviors. Know-
ing which factors are associated with popular clips helps advance our understanding
of epic moments in user-generated streams, further enabling us to build AI-driven ap-
proaches to suggest them automatically.

The main findings and contributions of this study are threefold:
1. From chat logs from live streams, we classify characteristics of popular moments

based on three features: (i) audience engagement, (ii) chat content, and (iii) audience
sentiment. We model the audience sentiment by employing an embedding approach
representing the meanings of emoting expressions in a fixed-dimensional vector
space. We release the pre-trained embedding vectors of Twitch emotes for the
research community.

2. We present a deep learning model that detects enjoyable moments by classifying
popular and ordinary moments. This model is interpretable and describes which data
modality is important for the decision. Experiments confirm that the model can
detect popular clips with an accuracy of 0.8261 and that the combined usage of
multimodal features (i.e., chat and video content) is critical.

3. We conduct a user study to evaluate our algorithm-based suggestions against the
human alternative (i.e., expert-edited epic moments). The crowdsourced experiment
reveals the potential that the algorithmic suggestions are comparable to expensive
human decisions. Furthermore, algorithmic suggestions cover diverse emotions, such
as funny, sad, exciting, and nervous, as intended.

2 Related work
2.1 Chat dynamics in live stream services
Many live streaming platforms allow their audience to interact concurrently with the
streamed content. As the audience converse themselves and share a common interest in
the content, social dynamics emerge. Previous research on live streaming services has in-
vestigated such phenomenon from different perspectives.

Some studies emphasize the importance and uniqueness of chat in live streaming. They
find engagement via chat to be an important streaming service factor since it strength-
ens bonding between the broadcaster and viewers [9], which itself is gratifications [10].
For instance, users build a parasocial relationship with streamers and other viewers [11]
and form instant social communities [12]. Viewers also build close relationships through
interaction via chat [13]. The anonymity in online conversations allows users to express
themselves quickly based on shared interests. These functions reinforce the viewers to
revisit the video channel.

This conversation is temporal in that only the recent chats are displayed on the screen.
The single-screen makes the conversation involving numerous users challenging to follow
and is called the “waterfall of the text” [12]. A study compared the characteristics of chat
dynamics involving numerous users with small-scale conversations [14]. They found that
large-scale conversations tend to contain chat messages that are shorter and less origi-
nal. Another study identified that the increased complexity of chat conversations can in-
duce a cacophony, in which the amount of information and length in messages tends to

1We release the dataset as supplementary information within the scope of Twitch’s terms of use.
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decrease [15]. One study also found that conversation patterns can reveal cues for under-
standing the main content [16]. A large-scale conversation with high frequencies is associ-
ated with major events in a stream. On the other hand, viewers post meaningless messages
of emotes in boring scenes. Another study suggests that both sentiments of broadcasters
and viewers are affected by each other [17]. For instance, chats with positive sentiment
can cause a streamer’s positive verbal expression and vice versa.

The research attempted to characterize chat contents and how they differ based on
streamer and audience types. One study classified Twitch users into four clusters: chatbot,
subscriber, regular user, and turbo users [18]. Using a regression model, they found that
Twitch users tend to imitate the previous messages. Users with higher authority had more
impact on making other users copy their messages. Another study showed that audience
participation and streamer performance vary by the audience’s scale through a clustering
analysis [19]. On the other hand, a study examined how chat content differs according
to the streamer’s gender using a word embedding method [20]. Results reveal that gen-
dered conversations are prevalent in the Twitch community. Similarly, using manual an-
notations, other researchers found that female streamers tend to receive sexual comments
more frequently than are male streamers [21].

Research on Twitch has focused on emote, a mode of communication expressing emo-
tion through a tiny image. On Twitch, platform-specific emotes are used more widely and
frequently than emojis, a general set of ideograms and facial expressions used across di-
verse online platforms. There has been a line of studies examining emojis. A notable study
is emoji2vec [22], which achieved embedding vectors by learning textual expressions cor-
responding to each emoji. However, it cannot be easily transferred for Twitch emotes,

which lack an agreed definition. For instance, Kappa ( ) is the gray-scale face of a former
Twitch employee, which was initially included as an Easter egg but has been exploited to
represent sarcasm by Twitch users. A study employed word2vec [23] to extract chat logs’
representation to predict the audience sentiment [24]. Compared to a dictionary-based
method [25], it predicted audience sentiment with a better performance.

This study examines the difference between popular and ordinary moments in terms
of diverse chat characteristics. Also, we present a method of embedding Twitch emotes’
meaning from the context of emote expressions.

2.2 Machine learning for highlight extraction
Previous research has tried to develop machine learning methods for generating high-
lights of various types of content and considered diverse types of online contents: mu-
sic [26], sports [27], and e-sports [5, 28, 29], to list a few. These studies can be classified
into two categories by the employed type of machine learning method: supervised and
unsupervised approaches.

Supervised approaches extract features from highlight videos crafted by experts and
learn to discriminate their patterns from ordinary moments. A study presented a support
vector machine model for generating highlights of e-sport matches [29]. Another study
proposed a latent linear ranking model based on a support vector machine (SVM) for
extracting video highlights by learning on highlight index defined by pairwise ranking,
which was derived from YouTube videos crafted by editors [30]. Some studies measure
the user’s arousal as a proxy of highlight and introduce machine learning techniques with
video data or game-level log data to predict them [31, 32]
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Another line of research employed unsupervised approaches for learning to detect high-
light videos. Unlike supervised approaches that require pre-edited highlight videos of do-
main experts, the unsupervised approaches extract highlight moments based on a heuris-
tic. A study identified music highlights by assuming common patterns of highlights across
songs of the same genre [26]. One study assumed that extracting high viewership moments
are highlights, and they proposed an embedding model that represents words and emoti-
cons in the same space for prediction [28].

Unlike previous approaches, we propose to employ user-recommended short videos and
their corresponding view counts for detecting enjoyable moments and combining them
for recommending epic moments, which is a collection of the most enjoyable moments.

3 Data methodology
3.1 Background: twitch.tv and user-generated clips
Twitch (http://www.twitch.tv/) is one of the most popular live streaming platforms. Ac-
cording to alexa.com, the service is ranked 33 in the list of top sites representing the most
popular website globally (at the time of submission). Streamers broadcast live videos and
own channels, and viewers are those who consume streaming content. Popular streams
can reach up to more than thousands of concurrent viewers. In Twitch chat conversa-
tions, viewers actively use Twitch-specific emojis called emotes to express diverse types of
reactions with just a few bytes. Twitch specializes in live streaming on video games. Indi-
vidual streamers broadcast their gameplay to show off their competence or introduce new
games, and companies stream e-sports matches of professional players. This study focuses
on individual streaming because e-sport matches lack interaction between a broadcaster
and viewers.

Figure 1 shows an example of the viewer’s interfaces on Twitch. In addition to watching
a stream and engaging in a chat conversation, Twitch enables viewers to manually capture
a short segment of a video and share it as a ‘clip.’ The length of a clip can vary from 5 to
60 seconds. Once a clip is generated, it is shown on the channel page. Some clips appear
on the Twitch main page based on recommendation engines and get shared on external
websites via URLs.

Twitch keeps track of view counts for each clip, which is a measure of popularity based
on collective audience reaction. This study assumes that clips with high view counts can be
candidates for epic moments whose characteristics are distinct from ordinary moments.
In Sect. 4, we analyze the diverse characteristics of clips and view counts for a systemic
understanding of such differences. Section 5 proposes a model that learns important cues
of popular moments from video and chat data.

3.2 Data collection
We first compile a list of popular streamers from two websites that provide statistics on
streamers [33, 34]. We exclude non-English, e-sports, and promotional channels. Consid-
ering the low proportion of female streamers and potential bias in audience reactions as
reported in [20, 21], we further exclude female streamers (21 of them in total) in the fi-
nal analysis. For the remaining 213 male streamers,2 using the Twitch API, we collected
videos of recorded video streams, chat conversations, and clips that were shared from May

2The average number of the viewer and follower per channel is 50,965,700.5 and 1,012,030.6, respectively.

http://www.twitch.tv/
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Table 1 Descriptive statistics of the collected dataset

Type N Variable Mean Median Min Max

Video 11,779 Clip count 187.90 110 1 1676
Utterance count 19,842.31 9396 2 459,650
Viewcount 5137.25 1928 0 360,636
Duration (sec) 20,233.63 19,413 8 172,807

Clip 2,213,247 Utterance count 71.53 36 1 820
Viewcount 78.25 2 1 1,122,235
Duration (sec) 29.77 30 5 60

Figure 2 Clip characteristics (a) shows the CCDF of viewcounts (clip, video) and power-law fit line, and (b)
shows the CCDF of relative time offset where a clip is generated compared to the video length

to June 2019. To promote future studies on gender bias, we release the emote embedding
results trained on audience chats of the studied male-only dataset as well as the dataset
including both genders.

Table 1 presents descriptive data statistics. For videos, the average stream length is ap-
proximately 5.6 hours, which is typical of gameplays. The average number of utterances
(i.e., chat sentences) is 19,842.31, representing active audience interaction. We make two
observations from the gathered data.

First, as shown in Fig. 2(a), the view counts of clips and videos are highly skewed. The
clip view count follows a power-law distribution and the blue dashed line of the alpha of
1.61. According to the Shapiro–Wilk test on the log-transformed video view count, there
was not enough evidence for rejecting the null hypothesis on normality (W = 0.999, p-
value = 0.088). This finding suggests a log-normal distribution.3 A skewed distribution of
clip view counts implies that only a few clips can eventually become popular.

Second, Fig. 2(b) shows the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF)
on the relative time offset of generated clips compared to the entire length of a video. It
approximates a linear function, suggesting that a clip is equally likely to be generated over
different video stages. The time position within the live stream does not provide much
meaningful information about which video segment will later be chosen as an epic mo-
ment.

4 Chat characteristics of popular clips
By utilizing view counts on clips, we may examine what kinds of the live streaming seg-
ment is considered more popular. We used view counts to identify three ordinal groups,

3Since it is not allowed to use more than 5000 data points for the test, we repeated the test with sampling 5000 instances
100 times and reported the average.
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Table 2 Label distribution

Type Count

Popular 105,741
Less popular 592,639
Ordinary 1,514,867
Random 2,213,247

considering its skewed distribution: popular (≥34, clips with top 5% of view counts), ordi-
nary (≤2, bottom 50%), and less popular (<34 and >2). We also chose a random segment
of the original live content and turned considered them as ‘random’ clips as a reference
point. We set the duration of random moments as 30 seconds to match the average clip
duration. The label distribution is presented in Table 2.

4.1 Feature comparisons
For comparison between the four clip groups, we measure features related to chat fre-
quency and viewer engagements based on the literature of chat dynamics [14, 35] and
user loyalty [36, 37] in live stream services.

• Utterance frequency & the average utterance length: We measure the scale of
audience chat in two ways; First, we divided the number of utterances by clip duration
(seconds) for the clip’s utterance frequency. Second, for the average utterance length,
we divided the total number of characters by the number of utterances.

• Emote frequency & emote frequency by utterance: To quantify usages of emote
expressions, we measure the emote frequency, which is the number of emotes in a clip
divided by the corresponding length. An average number of emotes per utterance is
calculated for capturing emote usages of distinct users.

• Subscriber participation ratio & the average utterance count per user: To approximate
user loyalty, we examine the fraction of channel subscribers among those who
participated in chats. Twitch users can support channels via subscription, which
requires a monthly fee ($4.99). Subscribers receive channel-specific emotes and
badges as well as ad-free viewing. Thus it can be considered a proxy of loyalty. Also,
we measure the average degree of participation by calculating the average utterance
count per user because user participation is an important indicator of popularity [38].

• Semantic incoherence: Previous research noted Twitch audience chats tend to
become semantically coherent in certain moments [14]. We assume that Twitch
audiences may exhibit semantically coherent messages in a popular moment. To
quantify the (in-)coherence, we calculated Shannon’s entropy based on a bag of word
model. We first construct a unigram dictionary that appears more than 100 times. We
then calculate each word’s probability by dividing the number of each word
occurrence by the total number of words in a whole set of utterances in the audience
chat of a given moment. The Shannon entropy is measured on the frequency vector of
each corresponding chat. We call the measure semantic incoherence. As entropy is
the highest for a uniform distribution, a low semantic incoherence value indicates that
the audience tends to use similar word expressions.

• Audience sentiment: The audience may exhibit a large amount of sentiment according
to the context of a live stream, and we assume that a popular moment may contain
more sentiment in chats. To quantify the degree of audience sentiment in a given
moment, we measured the sum of positive and negative sentiment values using the
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Figure 3 Boxplot of feature difference over the view count groups

Table 3 Rank correlation of each feature against the view count group measured by Spearman’s ρ .
Meaningful effect sizes are marked as bold. All correlations are statistically significant (p < 0.001)

Variable Rank correlation

Audience sentiment 0.2537
Utterance frequency 0.2394
Emote frequency 0.2101
Audience utterance count per user 0.1144
Number of emote by utterance 0.0651
Subscriber participation ratio 0.0052
Semantic incoherence –0.1209
Average utterance length –0.2406

valence aware dictionary and sentiment reasoner (VADER) [25]. This represents the
normalized sentiment intensity that is expressed in a chat (0~1).

Figure 3 demonstrates the difference in features between the four groups on view count.
Conducting a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test on each feature, we found that
each group’s features were significantly different (p < 0.001). The Tukey honestly signif-
icant difference test (Tukey HSD) confirms that there exist statistically significant dif-
ferences for every pair of popularity groups for each feature (p < 0.001). To determine
whether a feature is correlated against the view count, we measure Spearman’s ρ of each
feature against the ordinal variable of the clip’s view count: random (0), ordinary (1), less
popular (2), and popular (3). As shown in Table 3, we discover the meaningful size of cor-
relations for audience sentiment (0.2537), utterance frequency (0.2394), emote frequency
(0.2101), and average utterance length (–0.2406).

The positive correlation of audience sentiment suggests that the audience expresses
stronger emotion (positive or negative sentiments) in the popular clips. The correlations
for utterance and emote frequencies suggest that emote usage increases for the popular
clips. The high chat frequency in the popular clips might be related to the negative corre-
lation of the average utterance length because a long message is challenging to be read in
such “waterfall of the text” [12]. The observation of the negative correlation of semantic
incoherence and clip popularity can be considered representative of coherent messages
from popular clips, which can be interpreted as characteristic of crowdspeak [14]. At the
same time, the positive correlation of semantic incoherence within the clips can be inter-
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preted as the divergence of user expression, as described in [39].However, we do not make
a strong argument here as we do not investigate the causal connection.

4.2 Emote embedding analysis
Previous studies noted the importance of emote expressions as a major mode of communi-
cation on Twitch [28, 40]. To understand how the live-streaming audience expresses emo-
tions differently during popular moments instead of ordinary moments, we propose using
an embedding approach. Embedding was proposed initially to represent word semantics
in a fixed-dimensional space. Here, the assumption is that emotes appearing together with
a particular set of words in the same utterance convey similar emotions.

To train the emote embedding model, we first constructed two corpora from our dataset:
Emote-only and Whole. The emote-only corpus contains emote identifiers, and the whole
corpus consists of emote identifiers and word tokens. For both corpora, we concatenate
all chat utterances in a video after necessary preprocessing steps: cleaning characters re-
peated more than twice (e.g., ‘gooood’ becomes ‘good’) and removing user mentions (e.g.,
@username) as well as URLs. We consider emote identifiers that are provided by Twitch
and popular third-party extensions4 for analysis.

To facilitate learning emote representation, we consider word tokens appearing together
with emotes in chat conversations. We apply the continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) model
of word2vec [23] using the whole corpus and emote-only corpus separately. After that, we
fine-tune the entire corpus model by replacing the emote embedding vectors with those
trained on the emote-only corpus. We set the embedding dimension to 100, the minimum
occurrence of tokens to 100, and the window size to 5. This sequential learning procedure
efficiently captures the meaning of emote expressions based on the word embedding algo-
rithm effectiveness, as identified in diverse applications [41, 42]. We tested the skip-gram
model, but it achieved worse performance than the CBOW model.

Next, we identify emote clusters based on the learned embedding representation. To find
a set of emotes of which meanings are closely related to one another, we utilize the density-
based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) algorithm. For training, we
set the epsilon value to 0.49 and the number of minimum samples to 12. For comparison,
the baseline embedding model is trained on the entire corpus without any fine-tuning step
to be consistent with the previous study [24].

Table 4 presents the clustering results evaluated by the silhouette coefficient and
Davies–Bouldin index. The first metric is the silhouette coefficient, which measures
within-cluster elements’ average distance and the minimum distance to other cluster el-
ements for each item. The other measure is the Davies–Bouldin index, which is based
on Euclidean distances. Davies–Bouldin index quantifies the degree of dispersion within
the cluster by calculating the distance between the element and its center. The higher
silhouette coefficient and the lower Davies–Bouldin index indicate a better set of clus-
ters. Our method achieves a baseline approach in both measures, confirming fine-tuning
embedding using the emote-only corpus contributes to meaningful representation.

Figure 4 illustrates the clustering results on the two-dimensional space identified by the
t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE). The color indicates a cluster’s mem-
bership, and the plot presents five-word tokens closest to each cluster. Results reveal that

4BetterTTV and FrankerFaceZ.
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Table 4 Evaluation of clustering results

Measure Our model Baseline

Silhouette Coefficient 0.351 0.047
Davies–Bouldin index 0.411 0.829

Figure 4 Example emotes and related text of each cluster. Representation of each emote embedding vectors
(above) and example emotes and related text tokens (below). Representations are plotted by t-SNE and
related tokens are selected by the distance between emote cluster and word vector

each identified cluster contains similar-looking emotes even though a visual feature has
not been incorporated. The representative word tokens for each cluster suggest that the
clustered emote expressions are related to the emotional expressions of the text. For ex-

ample, the orange-colored cluster tends to contain emotes of crying faces (e.g., ),
which is closely located in the embedding space to the corresponding words such as ‘sad’
and ‘cried.’ Based on this observation, we name each cluster based on the word tokens
corresponding to each cluster as funny, surprising, nervous, sad, general, and exciting.

We investigate how the emote clusters appear in the audience chat against the clip’s
view count based on the clustering results. The most frequent two groups are the funny
and surprising clusters, which appear in 53.86 and 19.25 percent of clips, respectively. The
nervous, sad, general, and exciting clusters only take up 6.38, 5.93, 4.00, and 2.63 percent,
respectively. In case the audience chat message contained no emote at all or contained
emote kinds that do not belong to any of the emotion clusters, we consider such chat
messages as none type. The none type makes up 18.56% of the total clips. A clip can belong
to one or more clusters if the emotes of the multiple clusters appear in the audience chat.
This observation suggests that many of the emotes in clips are used to describe funny or
surprising moments (or the same emotions at once).

To further understand the relationship between the emote expressions and the clip’s
popularity, we examine the emote cluster distribution across the view counts group. Fig-
ure 5 shows the summed ratio of the emote clusters for the different view count groups.
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Figure 5 Stacked bar chart with the distribution of clip types with the popularity level

The sum can be larger than 1.0 because clip types are inclusive (e.g., a clip can be funny
and surprising). Here, we make several observations. The proportion of funny clips in-
creases over view counts, i.e., funny moments may appear in all contexts, but the most
frequently in the popular videos. On the other hand, the proportion of surprising clips is
similar across the view counts groups. Second, the clips with a higher view count tend to
contain the other sentiment-related emote expressions less; Yet, it is noteworthy that more
than 10 percent of popular clips still exist in which a diverse set of emotions are expressed.
Lastly, the proportion of clips involving the other clusters and the none type decreases as
the view count increases.

This observation suggests that the emote expressions related to audience sentiment may
convey implicit signals for popular moments. However, only relying on dominant emo-
tions such as funny and surprising does not capture all of the epic moments in a Twitch
video stream.

4.3 Summary of the findings
This section explored how the clip characteristics differ over the view counts or content
popularity. Among the clip characteristics, we focused on various audience engagement
levels and embedded sentiments seen from emotes. We found popular clips to contain
stronger emotions, higher emote usage per utterance, at the same time, and shorter text
length per utterance. Emote usage plays a critical role in Twitch because they allow users
to express diverse emotions via short community-specific norms and images. To infer the
meaning of emotes, we followed the existing literature methods and examined the em-
bedding of emotes. We identified six clusters of emotes that occurred in similar contexts,
which we termed as ‘emote clusters.’ They represent diverse audience reactions, including
funny, sad, surprising, nervous, exciting, and general.

The joint analysis of clip groups and emote embedding reveals that the funny and sur-
prising sentiments are two predominant emotions expressed by the audience on Twitch’s
live streaming content. The more popular a clip was, the higher the fraction of them con-
tained these two emotions. However, a non-negligible (over 35%) fraction of the most pop-
ular clips were on different emotions. These findings indicate that popular clips, instead
of ordinary clips or random moments, contain stronger audience reactions. It suggests
the need to utilize a wide range of live-streamed content as clips beyond mere funny or
surprising moments.
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5 Popular moment detection

This section extends the previous findings on feature-level differences and constructs a
machine learning model to detect live streaming segments that will likely become popular
clips. Previous research defined a video highlight as a subset of the raw video that is “most
informative” of its purpose (e.g., scoring moments in sports games) [5–8]. Another line
of research considered identifying short clips that are of users’ interest [2–4]. We define
an epic moment as a collection of the most enjoyable moments collectively determined
by viewers out of a long video stream. Thus, the definition differs from video highlights
in that epic moments may not necessarily be informative. It is also different from popu-
lar moments, which are consecutive video segments with high audience reactions. Rather
epic moments can include diverse contexts, including failing or funny reactions as long as
viewers collectively consider them enjoyable. Hence the epic moment extraction in this
study consists of two steps: (i) identifying multiple enjoyable moments that are short and
consecutive and (ii) combining them for representing the whole video. This section intro-
duces the first step that predicts popular moments through deep learning on user-defined
clips and their view counts.

5.1 Problem definition

We propose a detection method of popular moments based on the audience chat char-
acteristics and meta-information about the streamed content. Formally, we address the
classification task given a clip C as a tuple (V , T), where V is a sequence of video frames
during an arbitrary moment in a stream, and T is the accompanying audience chat conver-
sations shared over the same period. Our goal is to determine a binary label Y reflecting
that a clip is popular or not. Y is 1 when the view count is ≥ 34 (popular) and 0 when the
view count is ≤ 2 (ordinary). We do not consider clips of moderate popularity to ensure
efficient learning.

5.2 Model description

5.2.1 Chat frequency-based model
Chat frequency was one of the distinguishing markers of popular clips in the previous
section. As one of the baseline models, we present a neural network model that learns to
classify clip popularity based on frequency features. We adopt a recurrent neural network
(RNN) classifier, in which the base unit is the long short-term memory (LSTM) network.
To model the chat frequency varying over time, we split the chat utterances shared over a
clip period into multiple bins per every t second. For each bin, we measure the number of
utterances (xu), the fraction of emotes (xe), the number of chat participants (xp), and the
average number of lexicons per utterance (xl). To prevent the model from learning channel
popularity, we normalize the chat frequency and the number of unique chat participants
by the number of followers of the corresponding channel.
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Formally, taking the vector vj for a given clip c as input, the chat frequency-based model
outputs prediction regarding whether c is popular (1) or not popular (0):

vj =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

xj
u

xj
e

xj
p

xj
l

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , j = 1, 2, . . .

⌈
Lc

t

⌉
,

cj, hj = LSTM(vj, cj–1, hj–1), cj, hj ∈Rd,

hfreq =
1

� L
t �

� L
t �∑

j=1

hj,

ŷ = argmax(Wouth), Wout ∈R2×d,

(1)

where Lc is the duration of c, d is the dimension of the hidden and cell state, and t is the
length of the bin in seconds. cj and hj are the cell and hidden state of LSTM at step j,
respectively. The hidden states of LSTM are averaged and input into a linear transforma-
tion, followed by a sigmoid activation to make the binary prediction. We set the number
of hidden layers in the LSTM to 2, d to 128 and t to 5.

5.2.2 Chat content-based model
Next, we utilize chat content in audience conversation. This model updates its features
through a recurrent layer after transforming a word sequence into a sequence of embedded
vectors. For each clip c, the word tokens in consecutive chat utterances Tc are transformed
into one-hot vectors (wj, j = 1, 2, . . . L, where L is the number of tokens in the clip period).
Then, these word tokens are transformed into word embedding vectors (vj); then, taking
the vector vj of given a clip c, this model outputs a binary prediction regarding whether c
is popular or not as follows:

vj = WEmbwj, WEmb ∈Rv×e, wj ∈Rv, vj ∈Re,

cj, hj = LSTM(vj, cj–1, hj–1), cj, hj ∈Rd,

hchat =
1
L

L∑
j=1

hj,

ŷ = argmax(Wouthchat), Wout ∈R2×d,

(2)

where WEmb is the embedding matrix initialized by the CBOW model pretrained on the
whole corpus, of which the details are present in Sect. 4. In addition, v is the size of vo-
cabulary in the embedding model, e is the dimension of embedding vector, and d is the
hidden and cell state dimension. We set the embedding vector dimension to 100 and the
vocabulary size to 139,347. We set the number of the hidden layers in LSTM to 2 and d to
128.

5.2.3 Video content-based model
Following the previous practice on video highlight detection [5, 43], we build a deep learn-
ing classifier that learns visual features by incorporating a convolutional neural network
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Figure 6 Overview of the MINT model

(CNN) with RNN. Given V comprising 60 frames per second, we feed every 60th frame
into the CNN layer, and the recurrent layer is in charge of learning the dependency be-
tween the visual features. The model can be formally defined as follows:

vj = CNN(x̂j), j = 1, 2, . . . �L�, x̂j ∈Rw×h, vj ∈Rv,

cj, hj = LSTM(vj, cj–1, hj–1), cj, hj ∈Rd,

hvideo =
1
L

�L�∑
j=1

hj,

ŷ = argmax(Wouthvideo), Wout ∈R2×d,

(3)

where x̂j is the resized input image, w and h are the width and height of the image, respec-
tively, L is the clip duration in seconds, and v is the dimension of the CNN’s hidden layer.
As previous studies and practices adopted the residual network [5, 43] for its efficiency
(i.e., not too large) and effectiveness (i.e., high performance), we utilize the residual net-
work with 18 layers (ResNet-18 [44]), which were pretrained on ImageNet [45].We resize
each frame with the w of 224 and h of 224; accordingly, v becomes 1000. For the LSTM
layer, we set the number of the hidden layers to 3 and the dimension to 128 (d = 128).

5.2.4 Multimodal detection with INTerpretability (MINT)
We propose a model named Multimodal Detection with INTerpretability (MINT) by
merging each deep learning-based model (i.e., chat, video, frequency features). The com-
prehensive features from these three domains may capture different aspects of epic mo-
ments, and combining those cues leads to a better prediction. Here, we propose to com-
bine them while jointly learning the importance of each modality.

We illustrate the model architecture in Fig. 6. The model tries to predict whether
the given clip is popular or not following the three steps: (step-1) feature representa-
tion, (step-2) importance learning, and (step-3) prediction. The model represents chat
content, chat frequency, and video content in the feature representation step using the
same architecture as the model corresponding to each modality. In the second step, it
combines hidden units of different modalities by inferring the importance. We add two
different n-to-1 transformation layers to each modality. The first set of transformation
(W1, W2, W3) computes a score from each modality, and the second set of transformation
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(W4, W5, W6) learns the importance of each modality with a softmax normalization. Both
three-dimensional outputs are combined by a dot product, which are further reduced into
a single dimension for making the final prediction in the last step. For a given clip, the
model dynamically infers each modality’s importance for making a prediction, which also
provides interpretability for understanding the detection model’s computational proce-
dure to some extent.

Formally, the MINT model is defined as follows:

himp = [W1hfreq; W2hchat; W3hvideo],

hpred = [W4hfreq; W5hchat; W6hvideo],

R = Softmax(himp) � hpred,

ŷ = argmax(WoutR), Wi ∈Rh×1(i = 1, 2, . . . , 6), Wout ∈R2×3,

(4)

where hfreq, hchat, and hvideo are hidden vectors after the feature representation step.
Softmax represents the conventional softmax normalization. himp and hpred are 3-
dimensional outputs corresponding to the importance of each feature and prediction
score, respectively. R is the combined outputs incorporating the importance of each data
modality, and ŷ indicates the classification output. When training MINT, all parameters,
including the networks for feature representation, are jointly trained to minimize a train-
ing objective. The implementation code is available in the Additional file 2.

5.2.5 Feature-based models
As a baseline, we present three feature-based models that separately learn each data
modality. We employ logistic regression using a different set of features. For the chat
frequency model, we use the averaged v as input features. Word and emote embedding
vectors are averaged for the chat content model used for input features. For the visual
content model, we extract features for each frame using the Visual Geometry Group net-
work(VGGnet) [46], which has been widely used in the recent literature as in [47, 48],
with 16 layers that were pre-trained on ImageNet and averaged the features for logistic
regression input.

5.3 Evaluation of classification performance
We evaluate the classification performance of the proposed models. Since the clip view
count exhibits a long-tail distribution, we conduct a balanced sampling of clips. Using
random undersampling, we have a balanced set of 97,649 popular clips and 97,165 ordi-
nary clips.5

Table 5 shows the descriptive statistics of the balanced dataset. The dataset is split into
train, dev, and test set with the ratio of 8:1:1. For the deep learning model training, we
use a batch size of 32 and a maximum epoch of 10. Each model is trained to minimize
the loss function by using a stochastic gradient optimizer with a learning rate of 0.01. The
deep neural networks are trained to minimize the parameters’ cross-entropy function and
one-hot label vectors.6

5Some popular clips were deleted during the data collection process, and thus we could not extract the visual features from
them. We excluded those clips that are not available for visual features.
6We will release the code and implementation details with the final version of this paper.
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Table 5 Descriptive statistics of balanced dataset (Nvideo = 10,068, Nchannel = 201)

Type Mean Median Min Max

Number of clip per video 19.34 12 1 244
Number of clip per channel 969.22 628 8 6442

Table 6 Evaluation result for each model

Type Model Accuracy AUC

Train Dev Test Train Dev Test

Feature-based Chat frequency 0.6480 0.6555 0.6545 0.6963 0.7165 0.7159
Chat content 0.6857 0.6820 0.6841 0.7477 0.7437 0.7449
Video content 0.5653 0.6110 0.5478 0.6117 0.6114 0.6159

Deep learning Chat frequency 0.8099 0.8089 0.8125 0.8720 0.8716 0.8748
Chat content 0.7271 0.7057 0.7013 0.7969 0.7710 0.7699
Video content 0.8210 0.8097 0.8140 0.9094 0.8879 0.8901

Multi-modal MINT 0.8328 0.8317 0.8261 0.9054 0.9074 0.9006
(w/o importance learning) 0.8237 0.8256 0.8173 0.9018 0.8964 0.8911

Table 6 shows the performance measured on train, validation, and test set in terms of
accuracy and area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC). Ac-
curacy measures the fraction of true prediction compared to the test set size based on
the prediction threshold of 0.5. AUC provides a balanced measure of classification per-
formance aggregated over all possible classification thresholds, resulting in a more robust
score against the test set distribution. We consider the popular view count group as the
positive label for measuring AUC. Additional evaluation results on precision, recall, and
F1 score are available in the Additional file 1.

From the evaluation, we make three observations. First, for each data modality (e.g., chat
frequency), the deep learning-based model achieves a better performance. For example,
compared to the feature-based model, the deep learning-based video content model’s per-
formance gain is 0.2662 and 0.2742 for accuracy and AUC on the test set, respectively.

Second, among the deep learning-based models using each feature set, the video con-
tent model achieves the best result in terms of both metrics (0.814 and 0.8901); the chat
frequency model achieves a similar performance (0.8125 and 0.8748). This observation
implies that video content provides the most important cues for detecting popular mo-
ments, but the audience chat conversation also provides the equivalent information level.

Third, when the three different cues are combined, the MINT model achieves the best
classification performance. Ablating the importance of MINT’s learning mechanism re-
duces its performance to a similar video content-based model (0.8173 and 0.8911). The
results suggest that importance learning is key to the MINT’s performance.

We further test the interpretability of importance learning in MINT. hpred in Eq. (4)
contributes each data modality for combining the three different cues. From inference
on each instance of the test set, we extract the three-dimensional vector hpred, which we
call importance score for the rest of this paper. Figure 7 presents the score distribution
across different combinations of the view count group and model prediction. The score
distribution varies for each predicted instance, and thus we use each class’s mean value
in the figure. The results show that, on average, chat frequency is the most important
feature for predicting ordinary moments. On the other hand, chat content becomes the
most important for predicting popular moments.
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Figure 7 Importance score by the view count groups and prediction result. Popular clips have a greater
importance score of chat-content and a small importance score of frequency than ordinary clips. The
importance score of visual features has less difference than other factors

Our dataset covers diverse game domains. Since the overall popularity varies across
different games, a data-driven model can capture a game’s patterns rather than focus on
the difference between popular and ordinary moments. We evaluate classification perfor-
mance by using a game-specific dataset of three popular games: Fortnite (35,989), Grand
Theft Auto V (34,507), and League of Legends (17,113). Using the same split as the main
experiment, the MINT model achieves the test accuracy of 0.81, 0.84, and 0.88 for each
game-specific data, suggesting its robustness.

6 Epic moment detection and user study
We now present an algorithm for the extraction of epic moments, which is defined as the
collection of most enjoyable moments. We also conduct a user study for evaluating its
performance in the wild, by comparing the algorithmic clip recommendations with the
expert human-generated suggestions.

6.1 Algorithm
Algorithm 1 describes the procedure of finding epic moments from user-generated live
streams using a classification model trained for discriminating popular and ordinary clips.
This algorithm recommends video segments that will likely incur high view counts by
learning from the audience’s reactions. The algorithm scans the entire video and infers
the likelihood of receiving high view counts for a 30-second window by sliding it every 10
seconds. Once the scan is complete, Algorithm 2 selects the top-k moments in terms of
the predicted score and merges them for generating an epic moment for a given video.

6.2 User survey setups
We evaluate the algorithmic suggestion such that the test dataset does not overlap with
the live streaming content used in the training dataset. We randomly sampled five new
live streaming content for each channel in our dataset and verified which content has the
matching expert recommendations on social media. One such example is highlight videos
posted to YouTube, which refer to an editor-generated high-quality summary of the long
live streams and can be considered a gold standard of epic moments. The highlight content
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Algorithm 1: Epic moment detection
Input: video frames V (list), chat C (list), video length L (second), classification model

M
Output: prediction scores for every 30-second long window
scores =<>;
for t = 0 to � L

10� do
start = t × 10;
end = min(start + 30, L);
target_frames = V [start : end];
target_chat = C[start : end];
scores.append(M(target_frames, target_chat));

end
return scores;

Algorithm 2: Top k epic moment selection
Input: model prediction scores scores (list), number of target moments K (integer),

video length L (second)
Output: top K epic moments for given video
index = argsort(scores, descending = True) // return sorted indices in

the descending order

for t = 0 to K – 1 do
start = index[t] × 10;
end = min(start + 30, L);
top_k_moments.append((start, end));

end
return top_k_moments;

is mostly linked to the Twitch channel.7 They can last several minutes to over ten minutes.
We downloaded the videos and analyzed every image frame to identify which segment of
the original live streaming content had been edited and re-posted on YouTube. We call
these segments expert-selected. In total, we collected 1483 expert-selected epic moments
from 34 highlight videos on YouTube.

For the newly collected videos and chats, we applied Algorithm 1 to identify epic mo-
ments suggested by MINT. MINT is chosen as it achieves the highest performance in eval-
uation. Using Algorithm 1’s outputs, we adopted the top-k suggestions for the machine-
selected epic moments. From the pool of expert- and machine-selected clip candidates,
we randomly chose 60 content pairs and used them for the user study.

Using the paired dataset of machine-selected and expert-selected suggestions, we con-
ducted a crowdsourced experiment and asked about their impressions on the content. We
asked the following questions: (1) Which clip do you prefer to watch? and (2) What kind

7For example, a Twitch video (https://www.twitch.tv/videos/307453506) has a link to the highlight video shared on
YouTube (e.g., https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zviuz-5qTUE)

https://www.twitch.tv/videos/307453506
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zviuz-5qTUE
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Table 7 Survey results(N = 60)

Approach Q1 (preference) Q2 (funny) Q3 (surprising) Q4 (sad) Q5 (exciting) Q6 (nervous)

Expert-selected 30 23 26 26 35 33
Machine-selected 23 32 27 20 24 21
Neither 7 5 7 14 1 6

of emotion does the clip contain? We hired the survey respondents in Prolific and asked
the participants to watch a pair of 30-second clips and respond to the survey questions.

Below is the detailed questions we asked in the experiments:

(Pre-test) What is the meaning of this emote ( )?
(Q1) To what extent do you prefer the first clip to the next one?
(Q2) Which clip do you think contains funny emotion more?
(Q3) Which clip do you think contains surprising emotion more?
(Q4) Which clip do you think contains sad emotion more?
(Q5) Which clip do you think contains exciting emotion more?
(Q6) Which clip do you think contains nervous emotion more?
(Q7) Do you remember the channel name of each clip?

The first question was not related to the study directly but was a condition question to
ensure that the survey participant is aware of the Twitch platform. The Kappa emote is
used widely within Twitch to convey a meaning of ‘sarcasm’ and is known as one of the
most community-specific norms. In case a participant did not guess Kappa’s meaning cor-
rectly, we discarded the response from the analysis. We ensured that participants spend
enough time watching the video by checking the video playback time for all qualified sur-
vey participants. Once a pair of clips (i.e., machine-selected and expert-selected choices
from the same live stream) was watched, the participant was then asked survey questions.
We asked six questions related to which clip is preferred (Q1) and which clip covers a given
emotion (Q2–Q6). To ensure that participants did not respond randomly, we also added
an attention-check question (Q7) that asked participants to recollect the live streaming
channel’s name. We ran this survey until a minimum of five respondents (who passed the
attention check question) were obtained for each of the 60 clip pairs.

6.3 How well does our approach identify epic moments?
Table 7 presents the survey results. Before the analysis, we aggregated the survey responses
by taking the majority voting. Related to Q1 on clip preference, the expert-selected sugges-
tions were preferred on average (61%). Yet, we interpret that, notably, machine-selected
suggestions are comparable to expert-selected suggestions; 23 machine-selected clips out
of 60 pairs had a winning score. Next, concerning Q2–Q6 on the presence of emotion,
the expert-selected and machine-selected suggestions were nearly equally perceived as
containing emotions of any kind.

Having found that machine suggestions are comparable to expert suggestions, we exam-
ined how different they are in the covered emotion. Table 8 shows the degree of audience
response (according to the emote clusters) each clip type was rated to contain. The anal-
ysis finds that 73% (or 44 out of 60) of the expert-selected clips contain at least one of
the emotes from the ‘funny’ emotion cluster, whereas only 53% (or 32 out of 60) of the
machine-selected clips did so. When it comes to the surprising emotes, machine-selected
clips were better at capturing such emotion. There was not much difference in the cov-
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Table 8 Number of video moments where each emote cluster appears in the audience chat. Note
that an audience chat can include none or multiple emote clusters

Approach Funny Surprising Nervous Sad Exciting

Expert-selected 44 10 8 4 10
Machine-selected 32 21 10 3 8

Figure 8 Example of prediction results. Our model can discover (a) failing, (b) funny, (c) outperforming and
(d) non-game moments

erage between the expert-selected and machine-selected suggestions for the other three
emotions (i.e., nervous, sad, and exciting).

This finding shows that the collective audience responses and the meta-information
about the live content channel can be jointly used to identify epic moments of diverse
contexts from lengthy live content. It is even equivalent to expert-selected suggestions,
and this implies a potential to develop a more accurate model that mines seemingly mun-
dane content of everyday users to identify epic moments. Since manual selection is costly
and non-scalable, our findings and the potential for an automated epic moment extraction
will help the broadcasters, channel fans, and service providers.

Figure 8 displays several examples of machine-selected clips and one example descrip-
tion of the scene given by survey respondents. Figure 8(a) captures a moment of loss for
the broadcaster due to a gameplay mistake. Several respondents described it as “This is
a funny failing moment, and it is more fun to lose like this!”, “The <broadcaster> tries to
recover from the mistake but ends up damaging himself.” Next, Fig. 8(b) was recognized
as a funny moment by many participants; the broadcaster (shown inside the small screen)
suddenly started dancing with the game character. One of the respondents’ described it
as “His character starts dancing, and upbeat techno music is playing, and the streamer gets
up and starts dancing too.”

Figure 8(c) is a scene where the broadcaster is suddenly attacked inside the game, but
he successfully defended against the attack. The scene was described as “That was a sur-
prising turnaround. I also like how the broadcaster gave a comedic reaction afterward.”
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Fig. 8(d) is a scene that is not relevant to the gameplay; in this clip, the broadcaster is do-
ing freestyle rapping and engaging with the audience. These various moments of failing
gameplay, turn around, and interaction were identified as epic moments by our algorithm.
The expert-selected suggestions were more likely to contain victorious game moments in
contrast. These examples illustrate that our model can select diverse moments ranging
from specific game-related moments to funny moments.

7 Conclusion
Streaming services have become a significant media platform. The Twitch audience mem-
bers interact with each other through chat and have developed community norms by using
specific emotes to engage over streamed content. Users can also create ‘clips’ or short seg-
ments of live streaming content that are epic. These user-generated clips function as a
measure of popularity.

This study collected clips of the content streamed on Twitch.tv and analyzed them to-
gether with other metadata from the original content. One important type of metadata
we examined consisted of chat logs that accompany the live-streaming video. Based on
the insight that audience reaction is a surrogate for estimating highlights in live streams,
we suggest using clip features to capture the audience’s chat logs responses. The proposed
clip features contain the structural patterns of audience reaction, semantic meanings, and
sentiments. These clip features differ based on the clip popularity level. We introduced an
emote embedding method and found the tendency of clip emotion types based on popu-
larity. We also suggested a deep learning-based model with three domains(chat, frequency,
and visual contents) to predict popular moments. To train the model, we utilized user-
defined clips and the corresponding view counts. We applied the deep learning model to
discover epic moments over a long stream, representing enjoyable moments. The user
study comparing the machine-generated outcomes with human-expert selections imply
that our approach can discover epic moments containing diverse emotions.

Predicting content popularity has been a focus of study in various domains from various
aspects. Some previous studies have captured creator-edited materials such as videos on
YouTube [6]. Other works have suggested choosing highlight moments from live streams
using multiple clues from their interfaces, such as webcams, IRC chat rooms, or gameplay
screens [47]. However, to the best of our knowledge, no prior study or its dataset has uti-
lized user-edited moments such as clips captured from live streaming videos. Thus, this
study contributes to understanding essential characteristics of clip datasets and capitaliz-
ing on audience sentiment to predict popular clips. We proposed a simple way to improve
the emote embedding to capture the audience sentiment, resulting in seven clip types.

Our findings include intensive user interaction on popular moments such as high utter-
ance frequency, short messages, and incoherent chat content. These characteristics have
been observed across various social platforms [14, 39]. Twitch users express their emo-
tions during the epic moments, generating a spike in chat utterance [39] and constructing
crowdspeak [14]. Conformity effect may explain this phenomenon, which matches the
attitude or behaviors to the group norms in that previously silent users suddenly start to
express their feelings when others do. This effect can also be considered as emotional con-
tagion. As a previous study pointed out [17], a scene or event with certain emotion makes
the viewers feel the same way, resulting in similar expressions in chat rooms. Investigating
the audience behavior in chat from the perspectives of conformity or emotional contagion
will be a fascinating future research direction.
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The proposed model’s performance can be improved from multiple perspectives, in-
cluding filtering the inputs or applying more advanced deep learning architectures. For
instance, we could separate a gameplay screen from a broadcaster webcam. It is also pos-
sible to introduce sound features to help predict epic moments. Additionally, introducing
more advanced natural language processing approaches for processing the chat logs can
be advantageous. It is possible to use advanced general-purpose language models like bidi-
rectional encoder representations from transformers (BERT [49]) to process the audience
reactions. Advanced sentiment analysis techniques may be employed for identifying sen-
timent toward a streamer or other users [50]. Among the user features, social relationship
metrics such as channels followed or friend relationships may be used.

This study is limited by its data. We targeted popular English-speaking male broadcast-
ers due to the small female proportions in the top-200 streamers, introducing cultural bias.
We believe it is an important future direction to understand how epic moments’ charac-
teristics become different for female streamers. Therefore, to facilitate future analyses, we
report the gender difference in chat characteristics in the Additional file 1 and also release
the top 1000 word embedding vectors trained on the studied male-only dataset as well
as the dataset including both genders. In addition, the user study allows us to discuss the
differences between the existing audience and those who are new to the channel in terms
of preference or sense of emotions. It will be interesting to understand how Twitch users
react to the machine-generated outputs according to their loyalty and familiarity.

We believe our approach can be applied to Twitch or similar live streaming services. It
helps streamers improve their stream quality by reviewing the epic moments suggested by
the machine learning model, enabling them to know which moments are epic and there-
fore will gain popularity when re-created as a short clip. The interpretability of our model
gives additional insights on potential cues for epic moments, and an understanding of
such interpretability will help streamers produce better quality streaming. Yet, since our
method mainly utilizes audience reactions, it does not apply to less popular channels (i.e.,
owning fewer viewers) due to lack of audience reactions and clips. Therefore, to facilitate
future analyses, we report the gender difference in chat characteristics in the Additional
file 1 and also release the top 1000 word embedding vectors in the Additional file 2, which
are trained on the studied male-only dataset as well as the dataset including both genders.
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